We ask that your player comes dressed and ready for their ice time, or come ahead and
dress in the parking lot. I would advise you to bring a lawn chair if that is the case, it makes
it much easier. Players will go in through the front doors and come out the doors on the
East side of the arena near the back right after their ice time.
Players can tie their skates inside the arena no more than 10 minutes before their scheduled
ice time. Players unable to tie their own skates must have skates on prior to entering the
rink as Covid restrictions do not allow for parents to enter the building. Please ensure you
bring your own water bottle and that it is clearly marked as there is no sharing of water
bottles. We ask that when you come please respect the physical distancing guidelines and
space out accordingly. Once players arrive and register they will be given both a black and
white jersey with their assigned a number. The jerseys will be kept until the end of the last
evaluation session. Once teams have been created, please check the schedule to determine
which color of jersey shall be worn for each scrimmage.
If your player is feeling ill at any point in time before you come to the evaluation camp
please let me know right away and we would ask that you follow the public health
guidelines on assessment and re-evaluate your attendance. We are being very diligent to
work within the current public health regulations. We do expect public health officers to
observe our evaluations and inspect our processes, so please keep that in mind.
U15
SHA will be evaluating all players. Time trials will be used to divide all players into equal
teams to scrimmage amongst each other for the remainder of the weekend. In order to
keep our on ice numbers below the regulated 30 people, some players MAY be asked to sit
out a scrimmage.
Goalies will be assigned to games, not teams, and goalie assignments will be shared in the
schedule. Goalies will be evaluated an equal amount of time even though some goalies may
be required to play more minutes. These extra minutes will not be evaluated should this
occur.
Evaluation scores from each scrimmage will be averaged out for a final ranking with the
time trial scores being used as a tie-breaker if needed. Once the rankings have been
received, the Head Coaches and the MJMH Evaluation Committee will meet and finalize the
rosters. The top 5F/3D/1G will be locked on to the AA roster and the head coach will be
responsible for picking the remainder of their roster from a group of players that the Tier
director supplies from the evaluations. AA coaches may carry additional players for one
week of ice time to finalize the roster if needed. The top 6F/4D/1G will be locked on to the
A roster. And the head coach will be responsible for picking the remainder of their roster
from a group of players that the Tier director supplies from the evaluations Players who are
not successful in making one of the tier rosters will be contacted by the U15 division
director for their next ice times.

U18
Due to low registration numbers we will not have SHA evaluating the sessions this
year. This does not guarantee that everyone registered automatically makes the final
roster. The coaches and the MJMH Evaluation Committee will be finalizing the roster and
may carry additional players for one week of ice time to finalize the roster if

needed. Players who are not successful in making the roster will be contacted by the
U18/U15 director for their next ice times.
U13

SHA will be evaluating all players. Time trials will be used to divide all players into equal
teams to scrimmage amongst each other for the remainder of the weekend. In order to
keep our on-ice numbers below the regulated 30 people, some players MAY be asked to sit
out a scrimmage.
Goalies will be assigned to games, not teams, and goalie assignments will be shared in the
schedule. Goalies will be evaluated an equal amount of time even though some goalies may
be required to play more minutes. These extra minutes will not be evaluated should this
occur.
Evaluation scores from each scrimmage will be averaged out for a final ranking with the
time trial scores being used as a tie-breaker if needed. Once the rankings have been
received, the Head Coaches and the MJMH Evaluation Committee will meet and finalize the
rosters. The top 5F/3D/1G will be locked on to the AA roster and the head coach will be
responsible for picking the remainder of their roster from a group of players that the Tier
director supplies from the evaluations. AA coaches may carry additional players for one
week of ice time to finalize the roster if needed. The top 6F/4D/1G will be locked on to the
A rosters and the head coach will be responsible for picking the remainder of their roster
from a group of players that the Tier director supplies from the evaluations. At the A level,
where there are two (2) teams, each coach may initiate one(1) trade at the time of team
selection and it will need to be approved by the two head coaches and the evaluation
committee. Players who are not successful in making one of the tier rosters will be
contacted by the U13 division director for their next ice times.
U11
SHA will be evaluating all players. Time trials will be used to divide all players into equal
teams to scrimmage amongst each other for the remainder of the weekend. In order to
keep our on-ice numbers below the regulated 30 people, some players MAY be asked to sit
out a scrimmage.
Goalies will be assigned to games, not teams, and goalie assignments will be shared in the
schedule. Goalies will be evaluated an equal amount of time even though some goalies may
be required to play more minutes. These extra minutes will not be evaluated should this
occur.
Evaluation scores from each scrimmage will be averaged out for a final ranking with the
time trial scores being used as a tie-breaker if needed. Once the rankings have been
received, the Head Coaches and the MJMH Evaluation Committee will meet and finalize the
rosters. The top 6F/4D/1G will be locked on to the A rosters and the head coach will be
responsible for picking the remainder of their roster from a group of players that the Tier
director supplies from the evaluations. At the A level, where there are two (2) teams, each
coach may initiate one (1) trade at the time of team selection and it will need to be
approved by the two head coaches and the evaluation committee. Players who are not
successful in making one of the tier rosters will be contacted by the U11 division director for
their next ice times.

